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The study of protein–protein interactions (PPIs) is fundamental in understanding the unique role of proteins within cells

and their contribution to complex biological systems. Affinity purification coupled to mass spectrometry (AP-MS) and

proximity labeling coupled to mass spectrometry (PL-MS) are two powerful techniques that have significantly enhanced

our understanding of PPIs. Relying on the specific binding properties of a protein to an immobilized ligand, AP is a fast,

sensitive and targeted approach used to detect interactions between bait (protein of interest) and prey (interacting

partners) under near-physiological conditions. 
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1. Introduction

The study of biomolecular complexes is crucial in understanding the molecular mechanisms underpinning biological

processes, protein function and subcellular protein localization . Biomolecular complexes are principally formed by

proteins interacting with other proteins (protein–protein interactions, PPIs), however complexes can also arise through the

interaction of proteins with ligands such as nucleic acids, sugars, lipids and hormones . As the biological function of

a protein is defined by its interactions in the cell, an important step in investigating, disrupting or modulating biological

processes lies in understanding how and why PPIs occur . Advantages of protein complex formation are myriad,

starting from greater proximity between substrate and catalyst to enhanced efficiency of whole biochemical pathways.

The field of proteomics has witnessed the development of many innovative methods for the identification and

characterization of PPIs . As method preferences to study protein complexes have changed over time, so too have

the possibilities to obtain annotated or predicted protein complexes and composition. Over recent years, proteome-wide

studies and computational approaches both point toward a scenario with an increasing number of heteromeric protein

complexes being identified . The methodology used to predict or identify protein complexes can be categorized in two

ways: experimental and computational. Computational or in silico approaches are used to predict PPIs via computer

simulations and are dependent on the algorithm used . These predictions are based on high throughput proteomics data

(binary or mass spectrometry-based methods), primary structure, 3D structure, domain, evolutionary relationship,

genomic methods or a combination of these methods . Experimental approaches are either performed in vitro or

in vivo. While in vitro studies are generally performed on a low throughput scale, in vivo studies can be carried out in a

high throughput manner. The most common methods used in the study of PPIs are biochemical protein purification or

separation (2D gel electrophoresis, 2-DE ; blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, BN-PAGE; size exclusion

chromatography, SEC) followed by mass spectrometry (MS), genetic engineering of cellular systems (yeast two hybrid

(Y2H) assays and their variants; phage display), arrays (protein arrays or peptides microarrays), structural studies (NMR

spectrometry, X-ray crystallography, cryoelectron microscopy) or fluorescence imaging (fluorescence resonance energy

transfer, FRET; bimolecular fluorescence complementation BiFC) .

Recent studies highlight significant progress in the use of affinity purification and proximity labeling approaches combined

with MS-based quantitative proteomics in studying PPIs . Affinity purification mass spectrometry (AP-MS) is a

fast, sensitive and targeted approach used to detect interactions between bait (protein of interest) and prey (interacting

partners) under near-physiological conditions . This method can be applied to large-scale studies and has been

demonstrated to have high intra-and inter-laboratory reproducibility . Similarly, proximity-dependent labeling methods

are being increasingly used to detect transient PPIs under native conditions in living cells . As the name suggests,

proximity labeling (PL) relies on the principle that proteins must be physically close in order for them to interact and is

predicted to be more precise in determining interacting partners .

Both AP-MS and PL-MS are powerful techniques that have significantly enhanced our understanding of PPIs. While these

methods have become increasingly popular in animal systems, application of these techniques in plants remain

underutilized. Combined, AP-MS and PL-MS have the potential to reveal an unprecedented spatial and temporal protein
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interaction network that better understands biological processes relevant to many fields of interest. For example, AP-MS

can be theoretically used to detect transient PPIs as well as interactions involving potentially insoluble proteins such as

membrane-associated proteins. Furthermore, PL-MS has the potential to detect hydrophobic interactions under native

conditions and has been recently used to investigate membrane contact sites between the endoplasmic reticulum and

mitochondria in plants .

2. Affinity Purification Mass Spectrometry in Plants

Similar to immunopurification or immunoprecipitation (IP), AP utilizes antibodies which can be targeted to the bait, or to a

standardized fusion moiety often referred to as an epitope tag . Using protein-specific antibodies, AP-MS has the

theoretical advantage of capturing protein complexes under native conditions from plant lysates . However, with limited

availability of plant protein antibodies, different bait isoforms that can occlude antibody interaction sites and differing

specificities of antibodies, the ability to obtain reliable protein interaction networks remains challenging . Therefore,

fusion of the bait to various affinity tags has greatly increased the efficacy of this method. Once the bait protein interacts

with its respective prey, the resulting complex can be purified from the cell lysate using a matrix that specifically

recognizes the affinity tag. Both stable protein complexes and weak PPIs between bait and prey have been detected by

AP-MS . A critical aspect of this technique lies in protein separation, purification and digestion to reduce the

presence of contaminants. Specific protein antibodies can be used to immunoprecipitate the protein of interest under

native conditions; however, this approach has only been successfully demonstrated by a few laboratories . While

several affinity tags have been developed to allow co-precipitation of prey and bait proteins under native conditions (Table
1), the use of such tags comes with its challenges. Introduction of an epitope tag can result in non-native folding of the

tagged protein or steric hindrance of interactions. As bait fused affinity tags generally need to be overexpressed, such

expression can influence the physiological properties of the bait or stoichiometry of the complex. Epitope tags can also

result in incorrect localization or alternative localization of the protein of interest. It has been shown that overexpression of

the bait may result in false positive interactions . For these reasons, it is highly recommended that researchers

confirm that the chosen epitope tag does not interfere with the endogenous function, localization, or properties of the bait

by complementation of the mutant plant line . However, these recommendations are not widely utilized due to the

time-consuming nature of producing stable transgenic lines and cannot be followed if wild-type plants are used. The use

of clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) technology could help to improve these limitations.

Such technology provides researchers with the ability to directly insert affinity tags into endogenous loci without changing

the genomic context of the gene and also maintain the native environment to which protein interactions can then be

characterized .

Table 1. Affinity tags successfully used to investigate plant protein–protein interactions.

Tag Sequence/Size Affinity Resin Elution Conditions Reference

TAPi tag 45 kDa
Calmodulin binding peptide with

two protein A domain
Protein A/low pH

Streptavidin binding

peptide (SBP)
WSHPQFEK Streptavidin Desthiobiotin

GS 37 kDa

Streptavidin-binding peptide tag

with citrine yellow fluorescent

protein

Desthiobiotin/pH

Fluorescent protein

(GFP, YFP)
26.9 kDa Anti-GFP pH

GS  tag 21.9 kDa
two IgG-binding domains of

protein G and a SBP tag
Streptavidin elution buffer
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Tag Sequence/Size Affinity Resin Elution Conditions Reference

Alternative TAP

(TAPa)
26 kDa

2 xIgG-BD with 6 XHis and 9

Xmyc

HR3C

cleavage/Imidazole/low pH

Given the increased sensitivity of MS and the application of novel bioinformatic approaches for accurate data analysis,

affinity-based methods have improved considerably in recent years . While single tag AP-MS is now widely used in

large scale studies, selection of the epitope tag and positioning of the tag at either the N- or C-terminus of protein remains

critical. In addition to being an efficient purification handle, some affinity tags also provide benefits such as information

regarding subcellar localization of the PPI. For example, fluorescent tags (i.e., green fluorescence protein (GFP), yellow

fluorescence protein (YFP) and the mFruits family of monomeric red fluorescent proteins (mRFPs)) allow for localization

studies to be performed in parallel to AP-MS studies. The ability to simultaneously monitor both protein localization and

expression is useful in investigating whether the recombinant protein occurs under native conditions and if the preyed

interactions are biologically relevant. For example, differences in the metabolic roles of glycolytic and TCA cycle enzymes

fused with C-terminal GFP were observed in the cytosol and mitochondria respectively . In addition, one benefit of

using epitope tags is that several proteins can be fused with the same epitope and purified with same method. As a result,

background contamination should be consistent across all purifications and should enable the use of the same negative

controls, including tag-only constructs or wild-type plants. As shown in Table 1, several types of epitope tags have been

successfully applied to AP-MS in plants.

The main disadvantage of AP-MS however, remains in the ability to fully characterize affinity matrix/epitope tag interaction

properties. The identification of non-specific bound proteins is one of the main disadvantages of a single-step purification

approach and contaminant proteins associated with either the solid-phase or the epitope tag are hard to distinguish from

positive interactors. Thus, the use of proper negative controls such as protein extracts from wild-type plants, mutant lines,

or tag-only expressing plants is critical (Figure 1). In principle, unspecific proteins identified in these controls can be

simply subtracted from the list of interactors that are identified by the bait. However, given the limitations of AP enrichment

and liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS), false positives are still likely. Alternatively, various algorithms

can be applied. For example, the SAINT algorithm  allows researchers to determine fold change abundance (FC-A),

which can be used to filter out potential false positives. Possible interactions can also be evaluated based on the ratio of

spectral counts of the bait versus overexpression of an unrelated protein or tag-only controls . Moreover, a second

purification step can be introduced to reduce the amount of non-specific binding proteins . In tandem affinity

purification (TAP), two types of affinity tags linked by a protease cleavage site are fused to a bait protein and expressed in

plants. Two affinity purification steps are then performed to obtain reliable interacting partners (Figure 1b). Interestingly,

an Arabidopsis plant cell culture system has been developed for TAP technology which allows for the high-throughput

identification of protein complexes, even with very low sample volumes (25 mg total protein) . GS tags and their

derivatives are the most frequently and successfully used TAP tags in plant research . A GS tag consists of two

immunoglobulin domains of a streptavidin-binding peptide and protein G linked by a unique cleavage site that is

recognized by the etch virus protease from tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum). Following an initial affinity purification step with

immunoglobulin G agarose beads, protein complexes can be incubated with the tobacco etch virus protease to release

the complex from the matrix. In a subsequent purification step, the bait protein complex associates with a streptavidin-

conjugated bead trap. Following several washing steps, the protein complex is eluted and determined by LC-MS (Figure
1b; ). In addition, a multifunctional TAP tag (GS ) has been developed that combines the fluorescent properties of

citrine YFP with a streptavidin-binding peptide tag. This double affinity tag can not only be used to determine the

subcellular localization of proteins in vivo but also the potential function of the protein through AP .
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Figure 1. Overview of affinity purification strategies. (a) Total protein extraction for affinity purification. (b) Bait specific

antibodies are linked to beads for protein complex immunoprecipitation under native conditions. Such beads can be used

to detect endogenous proteins within a plant, proteins fused displaying a single tag (single affinity purification) or proteins

expressing a double (TAP) tag (double affinity purification). Suggested controls used to reduce background contaminants

and thus the identification of false positives include using a wild-type plant extract, purification from cells expressing the

tag only, or unrelated proteins fused with a tag. (c) Several washing steps are used to reduce non-specific interactions. (d)

Proteins are measured by LC-MS. (e) Data analysis to determine a protein–protein interaction network. FP: false positive;

UP: unrelated protein.

3. The Proximity Labeling Method

PL-MS is a high-throughput approach for the systematic analysis of PPIs in vivo. While PL-MS is already firmly

established in mammalian and unicellular eukaryote systems, application of this technique in planta remains challenging.

PL utilizes enzymes that produce reactive molecules that covalently interact with proteins in close proximity. Labeled

proteins can be isolated using conventional affinity purification methods and identified via immunoblot analysis or by

protein mass spectrometry, Proximity labeling overcomes some of the limitations of AP-MS and Y2H, as abundant soluble

proteins as well as insoluble membrane proteins can be effectively enriched under stringent denaturing conditions, which

in turn, facilitates their identification. PL can detect weak, transient or hydrophobic PPIs in their native state and provides

an unedited spatial and temporal protein interaction network for better understanding of a specific biological process. In

addition, fusion of PL enzymes to a minimal targeting motif that restricts proteins to a particular subcellular location or

structure, can be used to map the protein population therein . While application of PL-MS to plant systems remains in

its infancy, we summarize the recent development of this technology and highlight its potential in studying plant PPIs

(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Overview of proximity labeling system. (a) Transient and stable protein with proximity-labeling (PL) enzyme

transformation. (b) PL assay based on the tagged PL enzyme. A biotin ligase or APEX PL enzyme is fused to the target

protein and expressed in plants. Upon the addition of a substrate, such as biotin or biotin-phenol and hydrogen peroxide

(H O ), proteins or RNAs are tagged by biotin. (c) Interacting pairs are fused to the PL enzyme at either the N- and C-

terminus to investigate the composition of protein complexes. As two proteins interact in cells, the two halves of a split-PL

are reorganized as a full PL enzyme and initiate the labeling of proximal partners of the protein complex. After protein

extraction and incubating with streptavidin beads, biotin-labeled proteins or RNAs can be enriched for subsequent LC-

MS/MS or high-throughput sequencing analysis.

4. Combining Proximity Labeling and Affinity Purification-Mass
Spectrometry

While AP-MS results in the identification of proteins that form stable complexes, PL enables the identification of proteins

that are in close proximity to the bait, which results in overlapping yet distinct protein identifications. By integrating AP-

and PL-MS data, one has the ability to comprehensively characterize a protein’s molecular context and so several

combined AP and PL experiments have been trialed. Enzyme combinations allow for both AP-MS and BioID analysis
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within a single construct and with almost identical protein purification and mass spectrometry (MS) identification

procedures such as FLAG-BirA* tag , Multiple Approaches Combined (MAC)-tag  and Strep-Tactin  have now

been developed. However, there are limitations in combining these two approaches due to the large size of BirA* and the

small affinity purification peptide of a Flag or His tag. This strategy of combining AP and PL has not been used in plants to

date; however, the generation of specific antibodies for PL tags may facilitate the combination of these two methods in the

future.
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